
9 South African Infantry vs General Smuts: the repercussions of a complaint by 9SAI in 1916 East 

Africa  

Unlike the life of a Rwandan royal cow who gets combed and sung to every day, one expects that in 

war life is going to be tough and that home comforts are going to be scarce. However, in 1916 on the 

march from Himo to Kondoa Irangi in German East Africa, the Officer Commanding 9 South African 

Infantry, John Hedley Kirkpatrick, felt otherwise. He believed that the loss of 1,200 in hospital due to 

disease and malnutrition was due to negligence and looked for someone to hold accountable. The 

unit started with 1,135 men on 14 February 1916 and by 25 October had 116 men on parade.1 On 26 

October 1916 he therefore submitted an official complaint charging “starvation, insufficient medical 

arrangements and exposure due to insufficient clothing and equipment”. The complaint initially 

went to his General Officer Commanding Jaap van Deventer who passed it onto the Commander-in-

Chief East Africa, Jan Smuts. The complaint having been made public, Smuts called for an official 

enquiry on 13 November 1916. This had not been Kirkpatrick’s first call for an enquiry. He had 

suggested one on 9 July 1916 in a report to the Brigade Major of 3 South African Infantry Brigade (? 

George Brink). Berrange and the Brigade Major had both been involved in discussions with 

Kirkpatrick over conditions, yet he felt not enough had been done. The enquiry initiated after his 

October complaint was completed after Smuts had left the theatre. This left his successor Reginald 

Hoskins to forward the report to the War Office a week before he was replaced by Jaap van 

Deventer as Commander-in-Chief East Africa. The report was to have far reaching consequences 

reaching into 1921 and as far afield as India. At least three doctors faced disciplinary action, two 

having been arrested for incompetence, and numerous others suffered lack of promotion whilst the 

outcome of enquiries remained pending. For men nearing the end of their military careers where 

pension was based on rank, this was serious. 

So what was the complaint by Kirkpatrick and 9 South African Infantry all about? Who was 

Kirkpatrick that his complaint carried so much weight? And what were the consequences? In dealing 

with these questions, we’ll take a look at 9SAI and its movements in East Africa from March 1916 

through to November 1916 when it was decided to send most of the white South African forces 

home to recuperate. 

[SLIDE] 

Let’s look at Kirkpatrick first. In short, Hedley John Kirkpatrick was an Australian who came to South 

Africa with the Anglo-Boer War. He remained in the country, joining the Imperial Constabulary under 

Baden-Powell, marrying Joanna Koevort in Pretoria in August 1902. Not long after, in October and 

November 1902, he accompanied a delegation of Boers on an empire tour to investigate farming 

methods and then settled into various police posts eventually in 1913 being posted to Boksburg. On 

the outbreak of war in 1914 he was appointed Lieutenant Colonel in the 2nd Transvaal Scottish for 

service in GSWA and then in 1916 he commanded 9 South African Infantry (Sportsmen) Battalion in 

German East Africa. On return from East Africa, despite the complaint he submitted, he was 

appointed Commissioner of Police in South West Africa. In 1928 as Deputy Commissioner, he retired 

from the Police Force, married again, this time Rosa Mein from Seychelles and Pietermaritzburg in 

1948. Joanna had died in 1932. At some stage he moved to Seychelles where he died in 1969. What 

he was like as a person hasn’t yet been determined. It’s probably worth noting at this stage that this 

is an introduction to the 9SAI and Kirkpatrick so much research is still needed but what has come to 
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light from the enquiry findings might be of help and interest to others trying to research family 

members of 9SAI. 

[SLIDE] 

Turning to East Africa, 9SAI went north with the main South African forces between December 1915 

and February 1916. They did not directly participate in the Battle of Salaita on 12 February but were 

in the neighbourhood as reserve. Smuts arrived on 19 February and having restructured the forces 

initiated a move into German East Africa. 9SAI was part of Christian Berrange’s 3rd South African 

Brigade within the 2nd East Africa Division under van Deventer. They were instructed to capture 

Kondoa Irangi, 200 miles from Himo near the BEA/GEA border. Having got through Latema Reata 

and the battle of Lake Chala, van Deventer made 9SAI a detached column along with AJ Taylor’s 

8SAI. They were to operate on a central line to Kondoa Irangi to attract the Germans away from the 

main force. With Kirkpatrick’s 9SSAI were 1 squadron 4 SA Horse, a Section 28 Mounted Battery 

Royal Artillery, and a wireless detachment. 9SAI comprised the SA Irish and excess volunteers from B 

Company 7 SAI which was the initial sportsmen battalion. 

The contingent set out from Himo on 1 April 1916, although one of Kirkpatrick’s reports suggests 

leaving on 6 April, and within a month had arrived at Kondoa Irangi having covered 200 miles. On the 

map they followed the blue route which is how the roads ran. The direct route was through 

impossible due to the mountain ranges making the area safe from German attack. By the time they 

arrived in Kondoa Irangi, 9SAI had 27 officers and 472 other ranks. The total 3 SA Brigade which 

arrived totalled 1,844 men. Between them they had to dig and man trenches around Kondoa Irangi 

which the Germans having evacuated came back to attack from 5 May. The Germans had 4,000 men 

in the area and technically invested Kondoa for a month with van Deventer’s force on the defensive. 

Kirkpatrick noted that on this 200 mile march in 30 days averaging 6 miles a day which was not much 

given the usual 12-20 mile per day covered, they lost 1,639 horses out of 3,894. Returning to the 

miles per day, this doesn’t take into account the days lost to battle of which there were a few 

(perhaps 5) and the conditions the men were facing. The march itself had been tough through the 

rains, the heaviest recorded to then, with no kit, it having been left behind to follow on transport 

which never arrived. They had also to combat black cotton soil and tsetse fly. However, morale 

remained high. After their month at Kondoa they undertook another 200 mile march to Kilosa  which 

saw the Germans pushed off the Central Railway and into southern Tanzania which had very little 

infrastructure. 

[SLIDE] 

It was the month at Kondoa that was the straw which broke the camel’s back so to speak. Between 

23 May and 30 June, 400 oxen and donkeys along with 56 cars travelled 2,108 miles and carried 

2,380,000lbs of food and equipment to Kondoa. It took 14 days for sufficient supplies to arrive 

before the units could move forward. Most vehicles, including ambulances, were out of action due 

to conditions, none having been lost to enemy action. However, conditions continued to be poor 

until October when they’d been in Kilosa since August. 

The enquiry and Kirkpatrick’s complaint focused mainly on this period. The main issues were: 

Lack of rations especially a shortage of baking powder whilst flour was issued, tents and mosquito 

nets were not available, animals were in poor condition due to the road, being fly-bitten, no boots 

and helmets. 



The conditions changed little during the month at Kondoa although an added issue was medical 

treatment at the Ufiome hospital. Rice which the Germans had left behind was bad – dirty and 

husky. Wood was scarce meaning fires for cooking could not be made. Milk was in short supply at 

the hospitals but was, together with sweet potatoes, mealie meal and sugar cane, available for 

purchase locally. Soap was scarce and the men were verminous.  

What is interesting about all the reports submitted, is how they resonate and support one another. 

The thought crossed my mind, but how it is proven I’m not sure, that the men were primed as to 

what to write about.  The same names feature in terms of poor service – Doctor Bowen, an orderly 

called Botha, the deaths of Morkel and Rautenbach. More work needs to be done on analysing the 

reports but a few early conclusions can be drawn about aspects. 

One of the big complaints was about the hospitals.  The one at Ufiome received the most 

complaints, but it is worth considering the context. The best place available was the Mission Church 

but the conditions were ‘appaling’. Men were mixed up, lying on the cement floor but with few 

trained staff and equipment they were challenged. Eight men had been sent out to start the hospital 

– enough for a Field Hospital but they were to do the work of a Stationary or Clearing Hospital. 

Requests for additional material including microscopes were turned down as their unit was not 

entitled to such things despite the conditions in which they found themselves – there was a 

misconception of what the raw front was like. (I just think of the chaos we found ourselves in a year 

ago with having to work from home and not being able to access shops as before. It took some 

weeks for things to settle down.) There was a concern that some would be damaged for life with 

heart conditions although it was the older soldiers and less desk bound who would suffer less 

permanent damage. The youngsters were the hardest hit and there is suggestion that South Africa 

was allowing men under 20 to be sent to East Africa despite medical evidence and agreement to the 

contrary. 

Other information reveals that the orderlies were trained at Potchefstroom in the theory but had no 

practical hospital experience. For many, such as Botha, their hearts were not in the job. An 

interesting comment was also passed by someone about Boer hygiene ‘Some South African troops 

especially’ neglected advice regarding drinking water and excreta disposal sanitation – this 

resonated with my research into Kitchener about the Boer women and their challenge of living close 

together. Even when medication and measures were put in place, the South African troops 

specifically ‘neglected all the precautions usually considered advisable’. No reason was given for this. 

There was also a feeling that the work they were asked to do – digging trenches – was not for white 

soldiers and that black labour despite not being available should have been recruited for manual 

labour purposes. 

The main issue was transport – the roads were either flooded or non-existent, having to be cut from 

narrow native paths and this took time. This made it difficult for equipment to get to Kondoa and for 

patients to be transported out. Many travelled on what there was – water wagons being commonly 

recorded. 

[SLIDE] 

Looking at the list of names of those who submitted evidence to the enquiry, is rather enlightening 

too, although again, more work needs to be done on this front. Evidence was obtained from as many 

as possible of those involved, although interestingly the Brigade Major is missing although Berrange 

supplied a statement. Intriguingly his statement refers to 9SA Horse! ‘The 9th SAH were just as bad 

as any one else, they had not had the hard work of the infantry and had been a much shorter time in 



the country, they had not been starved or exposed to the hardships of the time at Kondoa and on 

the march to that place.’  

Others of note include the chaplain Edward Francis Paget (14 Feb 1916 – 20 June 1917) served with 

12 SAI of 3SA Infantry Brigade. He had disembarked at Kilindini (Mombasa) on 5 March 1916. He was 

awarded the Military Cross for his action during the 7-hour attack on Kondoa on 9 May. Although 

not recorded in the report of the enquiry, it is recorded in Paget’s biography by Geoffrey Gibbon2 

that Fendall had reminded him four times that he was under oath due to the shocking revelation of 

his statement. Thanks to Peter Houston for reminding me of this and to Sybrand van Niekerk for the 

detail in his thesis on chaplains which I used for a previous talk.3  

Doctors including the senior Medical Officer for East Africa, Surgeon General Hunter, the battalion 

butcher, veterinary services, transport, Divisional supply officers and transport officers. There are 

two statements by what appears to be two people but possibly the same (the court is even 

confused) – Morkel. This Morkel – Major A – is not to be confused with the ‘famous Morkel’ who 

died at Ufiome. He was Private 1455 JWH (Jackie) Morkel of 1 Mounted Brigade (van Deventer’s 

Scouts) who died of dysentery on 15 May 1916.4 He was a South African Rugby international and 

Western Province Cricket player.  In time background to most, if not all, will be obtained helping to 

flesh out the experience of 9 SAI and others in the East Africa campaign during this incredible march 

across East Africa. The Official History records it was ‘a gruelling phase of the operations’ and the 

rapid march supposedly helped reduce the German hold over their territory leading to Smuts’ claim 

that the war in East Africa was all but over. A statement which was to have major repercussions on 

both Hoskins his replacement and then van Deventer who both had to fight for increased troops and 

materiel. 

[SLIDE] 

Other consequences were further enquiries and a suppression of the report until February 1918 

when it was felt the contents of the report would not have too negative an impact on van Deventer’s 

reputation on contrast to it being released soon after his appointment as GoC East Africa. The press 

report of 5 February 1918 noted that ‘The Court of Inquiry found that negligence was, in the opinion 

of the Court, attributable in one instance. The officer whose conduct was thus called in question has 

been tried and punished in terms of a sentence inflected by a General Court Martial’. This officer 

was Captain Bowen, Medical Officer at Ufiome between 22 April 1916 and 11 May 1916. It has not 

been possible to access his case file yet but his punishment could not have been that severe as 

according to the 23 March 1918 South African Medical Journal he was appointed Acting District 

Surgeon Empangeni. 

The court concluded that the only conclusion possible is that all the conditions complained of were 

brought about by want of facilities for transportation. The shortness of food and clothing would not 

have occurred had it been possible to carry these things forward. 

The men would have had proper hospital accommodation had it been possible to transport proper 

hospitals to the front, or had it been possible to bring them back to the hospitals in rear, and certain 

lives would have been saved. 

 
2 G Gibbon, Paget of Rhodesia: A memoir of Edward, 5th Bishop of Mashonaland, 1973 
3 Seybrand van Niekerk, Chaplains 
4 https://www.cwgc.org/find-records/find-war-dead/casualty-
details/898759/J%20W%20H%20MORKEL/#&gid=1&pid=3 



Had the men been treated in regular hospitals, or evacuated and properly fed, they would not have 

got into that extreme state of debility which induced their eventual breakdown. 

The responsibility for the want of facilities for transportation cannot be fixed on any individual or set 

of individuals. The exigencies of the campaign necessitated a much longer line of communications 

than had been contemplated or allowed for at the time the line was so extended. The Administrative 

Services were justified in their original estimate of the requirements. 

Despite this being the finding by local enquiry, the British War Office was sufficiently concerned at 

the high returns of ill and incapacitated in the theatre that it sent out the Army Surgeon General, 

William Pike, an Irish Rugby international, and Andrew Balfour of the RAMC, to investigate. Their 

thorough investigation into medical conditions in British and German East Africa make compelling 

reading and show how significant and far reaching the medical aspects of an army are. I won’t go 

into detail here but the Pike Report as it’s commonly referred to has been transcribed and is 

available on the GWAA website for anyone interested.  

The Pike investigation was to see a second doctor arrested, Dr Duke of the East African Medical 

Services. He had been in post for one week when the Pike team visited and discovered men with 

cerebral spinal-meningitis lying on the floor amongst dead bodies. The subsequent court martial is 

next on my list for investigating as it involved King’s African Riflemen as eye-witnesses. Duke was 

initially to be struck off the medical register of the day but was exonerated following the court 

martial.  

The final enquiry, so far identified, as a consequence is that of Owen Berkeley-Hill, a psychiatrist 

practising in India who joined the Indian Medical Service. My thanks to Ann Crichton Harris of 17 

Letters to Tatham for transcribing this enquiry. Berkeley-Hill was disciplined for by-passing army 

protocols in making his complaint, his mother writing into the War Office about his treatment. 

During the enquiry it materialised that Berkeley-Hill was suffering from what is today called PTSD 

which accounted for his behaviour. However, the malicious rumours he spread as truth were 

hearsay from the Pike Report and ultimately the Kirkpatrick complaint. Unfortunately this enquiry 

fell over the end of the hostilities and so suffered delays which meant that the doctors Berkeley-Hill 

had accused of mal-practice were refused promotion until about 1921 when they were about to 

retire. Their pensions and reputations damaged unnecessarily. Ironically, Berkeley-Hill went on to set 

up the top Psychiatric hospital in India. 

Had Kirkpatrick not ‘venture[d] to say that if the question of an enquiry is not adopted that things 

will be brought to light in a very disagreeable manner after the campaign is over, as there are many 

men of substance, standing, and intelligence in the ranks who are not likely to remain quiet when 

freed from the restrictions of the Service. I have only fringed on the whole question, but in support 

of what I say, would call all OC Units, Medical Officers, Supply Officers, Quartermasters, Transport 

Officers, etc’, it is unlikely the Pike enquiry would have been initiated with all the other 

repercussions. Had these not happened we would be left without such insight into the King’s African 

Rifles, Indian Medical Service, East African Medical Service, South African Medical Service and last 

but not least, 9 South African Infantry. 

[SLIDE] 

So what do we learn from this enquiry: the rumour tree was very active – As the SA Medical Journal 

of 12 January 1918 noted – ‘we understand the medical duties (of the Union Medical Service) are to 

be entirely taken over by the RAMC very shortly. Over 40 of the latter corps came out from Europe 

in one ship a month or two ago.’ The next edition saw the journal editors repudiate this statement. It 



also showed the misconceptions of the campaign and those breaking through into enemy territory. 

As Colonel Whitehead reported in Durban in September 1917, not even the doctors understood the 

work being undertaken by their colleagues with the result that they were not enlisting to support 

those struggling in East Africa. It is through the medical journal and other similar records that we 

learn of concerns about boys being enlisted and the consequences of poor recruitment practices as 

it was the doctors who had to pick up the pieces and make the damaged whole again, if they could. 

Kirkpatrick was right when he commented that 9SAI had not lost more than other units – just look at 

the lists in James Ambrose Brown’s They fought for King and Kaiser, yet he felt it necessary to 

complain. 

[SLIDE]  

More specifically regarding 9 SAI and other South African units, we have a better idea of the route 

they took and the state of the terrain. This is corroborated by war diaries where they still exist. The 

challenges Lines of Communication experienced and how they overcame these to the extent that 

within days or weeks situations had transformed from one of ‘appalling’ conditions to ‘no complaint’ 

such as seen in hospitalisation and the use of mechanised transport as the condition of roads was 

improved. As mentioned already, medical aspects were of paramount importance as so much was 

impacted – diets, food preparation, animal welfare, disease management, mental well-being, 

physical health, sanitation etc. And we get an insight into how important morale or the spirit of the 

force was to keeping it going. When the spirit flagged, everything went wrong. The experiences of 

the units led an RAMC officer to note in the 1917 London Hospital Gazette: ‘German east Africa will 

go down in history as one of the most remarkable military feats of the present war, was General van 

Deventer’s 200-mile trek “into the Blue”, through an unknown country in pursuit of the German 

army. This remarkable march was accomplished in record time, under trying and seemingly 

impossible conditions, but the gallant South Africans were equal to it.’ 

This has been a flying visit through what the enquiry initiated by 9SAI has revealed. No doubt there 

are many questions still to be answered and more information to be uncovered. But this is a start 

and hopefully is enough to help a few people continue their investigations. The idea is to eventually 

get the enquiries published – whether separately or combined is still to be decided – but any 

thoughts as to how the information on the 9 SAI enquiry can best be presented in the interim to 

assist researchers will be greatly appreciated. Thank you. 


